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Ancient Polynesians were prolific explorers, navigating the
high seas using the stars as their guide. This art of “wayfinding”
was all but lost until Höküle‘a, a double-hulled canoe, took its
maiden voyage, and with it Nainoa Thompson, the young navigator who carried this maritime legacy into the modern age.
Story by Rita Ariyoshi Photos by Monte Costa
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Blazing trails:
Hawai‘iloa, a traditional Polynesian
voyaging canoe,
was built to endure
long journeys
across the ocean.
Pictured here near
Kalaupapa, on
the north shore
of Moloka‘i,
Hawai‘iloa often
sails alongside
its sister vessel,
the world-famous
Hökülea‘a. To read
about the remarkable renaissance of
Polynesian navigation, see “Starship
Hawai‘i” on page 34.
Photo by
Monte Costa
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Hawai‘i’s
volcanoes
formed more
than 70 million
years ago, as
the Hawaiian
archipelago
sits over a
molten lava
hot spot in the
earth’s mantle.

Time and tradition come together—and move apart—in beautiful, often surprising ways. Whether customs endure for generations or give way to the new, our cultural
landscape is continually shaped by the presence or absence of change. In this issue of
The Kahala, we follow the threads of time and tradition through the Islands, exploring
everything from the iconic aloha shirt to epic ocean voyages. It’s a journey that reveals the
dual presence of the past and thoroughly modern present.
In “Starship Hawai‘i,” Rita Ariyoshi takes a look at the dynamic legacy of ancient
Polynesian ocean voyagers and their contemporary spiritual descendant, Nainoa
Thompson. A master navigator trained
in the nearly lost art of “wayfinding,”
Thompson made history in 1975, when he
first sailed the open sea in Höküle‘a, a traditional double-hulled canoe. For more on
this seminal event and the cultural renaissance it inspired, see page 34.
“Following the Sun” features the
work of three painters and their interpretations of the most fundamental yet poetic
earthly processes: sunrise and sunset. In
10 original works commissioned exclusively
for The Kahala, these artists capture both
the momentary and the eternal, translating
onto canvas the dance of light, shadow and
color that is brought to life in each sunrise
and sunset. In Hawai‘i, this dramatic performance is unforgettable. See page 44.
The progression of time becomes
tangible in “Volcanoes: The Ultimate
Light Show,” a chronicle of Hawai‘i’s most famous natural wonders, on page
18, and “Fine Print,” a celebration of the 75th anniversary of the aloha shirt,
on page 28. We also go behind the scenes with Executive Pastry Chef Michael
Moorhouse, who whips up delicious treats using fresh island ingredients. See page 12.
We hope these stories inspire you to experience the richness of Hawai‘i’s past and
enjoy the many facets of its present-day culture. May your stay be as memorable as these
remarkable Islands.
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Profiles
Profile

Recipe
forDessert

Fragrant island ingredients make
sweet treats in the hands of Executive
Pastry Chef Michael Moorhouse

S TO R Y B Y J O A N N A M K O O N G
P H O T O S BY D A N A E D M U N D S

A

dessert should be simple and the flavors identifiable. Pleasing to the eye,
not overly sweet, easy to eat and not too whimsical. The plate should frame each creation,
nothing extraneous, nothing inedible.
This is the philosophy behind a perfect
dessert crafted by Michael Moorhouse, The
Kahala’s executive pastry chef. His creations
are made with fresh island ingredients, and
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their lively flavors are revealed in rich but
light textures that make for mouthwatering
spoonful after spoonful. Surely this will
bring a wide smile to your face, and that’s
his ultimate goal.
Moorhouse has been bringing pleasure
to guests for more than a year as part of
The Kahala’s culinary team. His youthful
appearance belies the fact that he’s been

Profile
Profiles

Surprising
ingredients
like green
tea, red wine
and olive oil
are smoothed
into velvety
textures, their
flavor essences
unexpectedly
pronounced yet
delicate.
Strawberry Bavarian is served
with mango sorbet and a chocolate croquette. (Previous page)
Jasmine rice pudding with jellied
berries, pineapple soup and
lemongrass sorbet has “a nice
herbal tone,“ says Moorhouse.
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cooking professionally for more than 25 years.
Originally from New Jersey, he attended culinary school in Philadelphia in the early 1980s
but learned most of what he knows on the job,
honing his craft in Philadelphia, New York
and London.
Moorhouse moved to Hawai‘i in 2006. “My
wife and I visited several times and we married here. We decided it was easier to have a
healthy, active lifestyle here in the Islands,”
says Moorhouse, who rides his bike to work,
practices yoga and enjoys beach activities.
With his staff of eight, Moorhouse prepares
all the cakes, pies, pastries and other sweets for

The Kahala’s award-winning Hoku’s, as well
as the all-day dining Plumeria Beach House
and afternoon tea in The Veranda. Banquets,
weddings, room amenities, special events and
post-dinner bonbons are all part of his sphere
of pastries, while breads, rolls, pizza crusts,
hamburger and hot dog buns reflect the savory
side of his repertoire.
“We want to do as much as we can inhouse,” says Moorhouse of his desire to add to
the dining experience of his guests.
“I love the alchemy of being a pastry chef.
My favorite food item is the egg. There’s so
much that can be done with it for so many

Hoku’s

Our signature restaurant features contemporary island cuisine
for dinner and Sunday brunch.

sunday brunch

A delicious selection of dishes are served at Hoku’s and Plumeria Beach House.

Plumeria beach house
For breakfast, lunch and dinner, enjoy casual beachfront dining
on the white sands of Kahala.

the veranda

The perfect spot for afternoon tea, pupus, cocktails and nightly entertainment.

experience Legendary dining

Call restaurant reservations at 739.8888 or,
from your room, press Restaurant Reservations

www.kahalaresort.com
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New York,” he remembers. “I love to make it
and I love to eat it.”
Moorhouse then pairs his frozen concoctions with other luscious recipes. Lavenderessence ice cream tops squares of creamy,
deep-fried semolina pudding paired with
roasted berries in a syrup of orange and
lemon juice. Seasonal, fresh lychee ice
cream tops cannelloni of perfectly ripe
mango purée, sliced to reveal mango cream
encased within and accented with brilliant
green cilantro syrup. Plates excite the eyes
and appetite; every bite sparkles with perfectly
balanced flavors.
“One of the nice things is the variety and
freshness of local ingredients that can be
incorporated into desserts,” says Moorhouse.
He frequents KCC Farmers’ Market in search
of seasonal fruits like mango, liliko‘i, lychee,
mangosteens, lavender, Meyer lemons and
locally grown chocolate. “There’s at least one
or more local elements in all my desserts,” he
says, speaking to the ethos behind all of The
Kahala’s culinary creations—reflecting the
diversity and deliciousness of island food. ❀

(Above) Mango, lychee and
guava sorbets are served over a
tropical fruit salad dressed with
lime zest and simple syrup.
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different results. Egg, butter, sugar and flour
are the building blocks for so many delectable
things.” And what could be more delectable
than Kahalasadas, which are Moorhouse’s version of Hawai‘i’s popular malasadas—egg-andbutter-rich, deep-fried, Portuguese-style holeless doughnuts available daily at the Plumeria
brunch buffet.
One of Moorhouse’s dessert passions is
ice cream, and you’ll find a dollop on every
dessert at Hoku’s. Surprising ingredients
like green tea, red wine and olive oil are
smoothed into velvety textures, their flavor
essences unexpectedly pronounced, yet
delicate. Refreshing sorbets of fresh liliko‘i,
mango, guava and pineapple sparkle with
zest. “I first made ice cream at Aquavit in

Explorations

Volcanoes
The Ultimate Light Show
How Pele’s molten legacy is reshaping Hawai i

STORY BY LESLIE LANG

PHOTOS BY G. BRAD LEWIS
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“The smell
of sulfur is
strong, but not
unpleasant to
a sinner.”

—MARK TWAIN

(Below) A lava river flows
from Kïlauea, shown in
elapsed time. (Right) A newly
formed littoral cone near the
ocean, surrounded by new
lava. (Previous pages) Lava
pours into Kaimu Bay at
Kalapana, a Big Island village
destroyed by lava flows in
the 1990s.

A

ncient Hawaiian chants tell us that the
fire goddess Pele formed the Hawaiian
Islands with her violent wrath, leaving erupting, land-forming volcanoes in her wake as she
traveled from Kaua‘i to Hawai‘i (the Big Island)
in search of a new home.
Scientists confirm that these age-old stories
are remarkably accurate in terms of geological history. It is Kaua‘i’s volcanoes that are the
oldest, while the Big Island’s volcanoes (the
only ones currently active) are the newest.
Pele is said to still reside in Halema‘uma‘u
crater, located at the summit of the Big Island’s
Kïlauea volcano.
According to geologists, Hawai‘i’s volcanoes
formed more than 70 million years ago, as the
Hawaiian archipelago sits over a molten lava
hot spot in the earth’s mantle, some 65 miles

Pele is said to
still reside in
Halema‘uma‘u
crater, located
at the summit of
the Big Island’s
Kïlauea volcano.
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“It was the most
unutterable
of wonderful
things.”
—ISABELLA BIRD
(From top) A large flow destroys
a lowland tropical forest;
a slow-moving pähoehoe flow;
a new spatter cone on the side
of the Pu`u Ö`ö vent.
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below the ocean floor. The Pacific plate on
which the Islands reside moves about an inch
per year—the approximate rate at which fingernails grow—toward the northwest. As the
plate slowly shifts, underwater eruptions from
that fixed hot spot create a mountain range,
the tips of which make up the main Hawaiian
Islands. Kaua‘i, at the northwestern end of
the chain, was the first to reach sea level, and
as the plate moved to the northwest, the fixed
hot spot created more land to the southeast.
This is why currently active Hawaiian volcanoes are located at the southeastern end of
the island chain.
Haleakalä, in east Maui, last erupted in
the 17th century and is thought to be dormant, rather than extinct. It was from the
crater of Haleakalä (the House of the Sun,
known as the god Maui’s home) that Maui’s
grandmother helped him capture the sun
and slow its journey across the sky, making
the days longer.
Today, Haleakalä is a part of Haleakalä
National Park, where visitors can enjoy
everything from the summit views and excellent stargazing to hiking, camping, seeing
endangered species and exploring the coast.
Outside companies also offer downhill biking tours at Haleakalä.
The Big Island is made up of five volcanoes—Mauna Kea, Hualälai, Kohala, Mauna
Loa and Kïlauea. The latter two are among
the world’s most active volcanoes. Both are
located within a 333,000-acre area designated
as Hawai‘i Volcanoes National Park, which
extends from sea level to more than 13,677 feet.
Mauna Loa has erupted 39 times since
records were first kept in 1832. It erupted
most recently in 1984, when fast-moving lava
flowed to within a nerve-wracking four miles
on the outskirts of Hilo before stopping.
Kïlauea has been erupting almost continually since 1983. In recent years, lava tubes
in its east rift zone have carried lava to the
ocean and added more than 500 acres of
new land. But Pele also takes away: More
than 187 homes and structures, including
a National Park visitors center, have been
destroyed so far during this eruption.
Kïlauea is sometimes referred to as the
drive-up volcano because its eruptions are
comparatively gentle rather than explosive,
and therefore it’s possible to observe the volcanic events from the edges of active vents.
Just as their ancestors did, hula and other

Explorations

a new glory and terror had been added to the
earth. It is the most unutterable of wonderful things. The words of common speech are
quite useless.”
Hawai‘i Volcanoes National Park is also
a biological wonder, with more than 90 percent of its native flora and fauna found only
in Hawai‘i. Located in the most geographically isolated chain of islands in the world,
it’s almost 2,000 miles from the nearest continental land mass. Each of its seven ecological zones—seacoast, lowland, mid-elevation
woodland, rain forest, upland forest, subalpine and alpine—harbors its own species of
plants, animals and insects.
It’s not uncommon to see the endangered
nënë, the Hawaiian goose and state bird, near
the Jaggar Museum of volcanology situated
near the rim of Halema‘uma‘u crater. Other
endangered species living in the park include
the hawksbill turtle, the dark-rumped petrel,
the hawk and hoary bat, who share the land
with oddities such as the carnivorous caterpillar and the endemic “happy face spider,”
named for what resembles a giant happy face
on its yellow body.
And where else can you take a hike such
as the four-mile, moderate-to-challenging
one at Kïlauea Iki? Its trail starts along the
pit crater’s rim in a rainforest filled with
native birds, then heads down through
rainforest and across the crater floor.

(Above) Fingers of lava spill off
the sea cliff and into the Pacific
Ocean. (Right) Spectators watch lava
explode into the ocean.
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cultural practitioners still gather there to pay
homage to Pele. At night, one can stand on
Halema‘uma‘u crater, peer into the eruption
and admire its orange glow.
Mark Twain visited Halema‘uma‘u in 1866
and wrote about the eruption for a Sacramento
newspaper. At great length, he described the
view, the eruption’s noises (“a rushing, a hissing and a coughing or puffing sound”) and the
aroma: “The smell of sulfur is strong, but not
unpleasant to a sinner,” wrote the satirist.
A few years later, in the 1870s, the adventurer and writer Isabella Bird described the
scene when her party reached the rim of
Halema‘uma‘u: “I think we all screamed, I
know we all wept, but we were speechless, for
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Hawai‘i
Volcanoes
National Park
is also a
biological
wonder, with
more than 90
percent of its
native flora and
fauna found
only in Hawai‘i.

(From top) Hikers at the Thurston
Lava Tube entrance; ferns sprout
from smooth, recently cooled
pähoehoe lava, the beginnings
of the next rainforest.
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Miraculously, the trail is safe but still steaming some 50 years after its spectacular, most
recent fountaining eruption.
With its eruptions, volcanic calderas, pit
craters, cinder cones and walk-through lava
tube, as well as steam that seems to rise randomly from the ground, Hawai‘i Volcanoes

National Park is not your typical national
park. Tree molds are another exceptional
feature—ghostly shapes form when lava
encircles a tree and hardens, causing the tree
inside to burn away. The Park provides daily
updates on volcanic eruptions and subsequent area closures, as the process of destruction and regeneration is ongoing.
As this publication goes to press, Pele’s fire
still breeds new land: Craters are collapsing,
the location of Kïlauea’s active flow is changing, and an up-and-coming Hawaiian island
is in the works. Scientists call this youngest
volcano the “Lö‘ihi seamount,” and it’s burbling up from the depths right now, about 21
miles southeast of the Big Island, rising more
than 9,842 feet above the floor of the Pacific
Ocean. Its summit, however, is yet 3,000 feet
below sea level.
In 250,000 years or more, the new island
will push up through the sea, and Hawai‘i’s
story will continue. ❀
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Fine Print
Celebrating 75 years of the aloha shirt and one
of its most famous creators, Kahala Sportswear

STORY BY PAULA RATH
PHOTOS BY DANA EDMUNDS
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S

eventy-five years after it was trademarked, the aloha shirt remains an
emblem of the Islands. Its importance far
exceeds that of a simple souvenir-shop garment,
evoking instead the allure of the Islands and its
rich culture infused with the aloha spirit.
Still, for many, the aloha shirt is the bright,
bold, colorful print that may work well on the
visitor in Waikïkï but doesn’t translate to other

climes. It’s the kitschy shirt a man buys while
on vacation, then donates to Goodwill years
later. But this perception could not be further
from reality. Instead, the aloha shirt represents
a generosity of spirit for self and others—a true
way of life for Hawaiians; one that is undeniably
palpable to visitors and longtime residents alike.
The history of the storied shirt is intricately
intertwined with local culture and artistry. In
THE KAHALA 29
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Many a
prints have
evolved from
fine art created
by artists who
share a passion
for the Islands.
Vintage designs, such as this
leaf pattern from the early ‘70s
(above), regularly reappear in
modern collections.

fact, many aloha prints have evolved from fine
art created by artists who share a passion for
the Islands.
“The history of such a marvelous cultural
icon, so evocative of the spirit of its home,
is woven with the mystery and allure of
Hawai‘i and the stories of those who have
lived there,” writes Dale Hope, author of
“The Aloha Shirt: Spirit of the Islands.”
Kahala Sportswear, one of the most
esteemed brands in Hawai‘i, is credited
30

with being the first company in Honolulu
to commercially produce and export aloha
shirts. Founded in 1936 by Los Angeles
transplants Nat Norfleet, Sr., and George
Brangier, the company grew out of the partners’ shared passion for water sports, from
surfing to outrigger canoeing and fishing.
Norfleet and Brangier began by making
shirts from silk kimono cloth imported from
Japan. They soon segued into island-inspired
prints, many created by Kahala’s designer,

Insights

popular on the East Coast.

Coconut buttons were
favored from the start.

John Severson’s 1980s print
will reappear in 2012.

Metal buttons on cotton shirts
were an early Kahala detail.
32

Surfboards are a classic
Kahala theme, as in this 2007
print inspired by surfer
and board shaper Dick Brewer.

Betty Gregory. Her inspirations included
hula implements, flower lei, Aloha Tower
and even the Hawaiian dictionary.
By 1959, Kahala Sportswear was a $1-milliona-year business with shirts selling in such
renowned retailers as Galleries Lafayette in
Paris, France, and B. Altman in New York.
In keeping with the mod, print-driven ’60s,
the brand’s bold, two-color prints inspired
by Samoan and Tahitian pareu were among
the most popular styles. Today these prints
are back in vogue and Kahala’s comfortable,
authentic cotton aloha shirts have an appealing worn-in, vintage vibe.
“We draw color and print inspiration from
our flora and fauna, from the ocean—above
and below the surface—from island-style
recreation like surfing, paddling and fishing,
and from Hawai‘i’s rich history and culture,”
says Katie Scott, general manager of Kahala
Sportswear. “We strive to be true to our subjects
in form and spirit, representing them with an
authenticity that our customers appreciate.”
A love for the ocean has remained a
constant throughout the brand’s history.
Many of Kahala’s prints began as paintings

by famed watermen such as surfer and artist John Severson. In 1963, Kahala became
the first company to sponsor a surf team—a
tradition that continues with the sponsorship
of the Kahala Challenge, the Islands’ first
swim/run/paddle event, as part of the 2011
Duke Kahanamoku Ocean Fest.
Gearing up for its next 75 years, Kahala has
introduced a line for boys—the next generation of watermen (and would-be’s) to wear the
brand—and has launched innovations such as
K-Lite, a quick-drying, UV-protective clothing.
As it evolves, the company retains its
founders’ commitment to authenticity.
Kahala’s hang tag, written by Pipeline surfing
legend Gerry Lopez, speaks to the ethos of
the brand and reflects the spirit of one of the
Islands’ most celebrated sartorial traditions:
“Aloha is a Hawaiian greeting
Of love, grace and compassion for others.
To have the aloha spirit is to live
Every day by these virtues.
The aloha shirt is a symbol of the aloha spirit.
By wearing the shirt, one also
Wears the spirit and shares the feeling of
aloha with everyone.” ❀
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Hawai‘i
Starship

Wayfinding on the high seas with master navigator Nainoa Thompson
S TO R Y B Y R I T A A R I Y O S H I
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“We’re
going to
follow

the stars.”
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L

long before odysseus set sail for troy,

and 2,000 years before the Vikings in
their longships lost sight of land, the Polynesian people had explored and settled the
myriad islands of the Pacific Ocean spread out across 16 million blue square miles. They
set sail in great double-hulled canoes powered by wind, guided by the stars, and carried
by ocean currents and a deeply spiritual approach to what they called “wayfinding.”
After European explorers ventured into the Pacific, these epic voyages of discovery and
settlement would eventually cease. Colonial powers outlawed the old ways of navigation—
sailing with the use of mechanical instruments or even a compass was prohibited—and so
wayfinding disappeared along with the native people, who perished by the hundreds of thousands, infected by disease contracted from the European strangers reaching their island shores.
Everything from the common cold to Hansen’s disease decimated entire populations.
In Hawai‘i, it is estimated that 90 percent of the native people died, which makes
it astounding that so much of the culture survived. Further complicating the clues
to Polynesian pre-history are the lack of a written language and the nuclear testing
conducted in the Pacific between 1946 and 1962, which has invalidated much of the
radiocarbon dating technology. For example, objects discovered at Ka Lae, the southernmost point on the island of Hawai‘i, believed to be landfall for the first Polynesian
settlers, register dates as far back as 200 BCE. But scholars rejected the idea of
Polynesians being a seafaring people and therefore proclaimed that the settlement of
Oceania was a random accident and that people only came to the Islands after being
lost at sea and driven to shore by storms. Polynesian oral history and the great oceanvoyaging canoes were consigned to heroic myth.
Myth became possibility on the morning of March 8, 1975, when a 60-foot doublehulled voyaging canoe, a replica of the ancient canoes, rumbled down the log ways at
Kualoa, O‘ahu. The assembled crowd held its collective breath as the ocean tenderly
received the vessel, and they cried and cheered wildly as the distinctive claw-shaped
Hawaiian sail filled with the tradewinds and the canoe silently headed for the horizon.
The canoe was Höküleÿa, built by members of the Polynesian Voyaging Society
(PVS) to prove the truths of Hawai‘i’s oral history. The name means “Star of
Gladness,” the star Westerners call “Arcturus.” When a voyager sees this star at its
zenith, he knows he is at the latitude of Hawai‘i.

(Opposite) Höküle`a
arrives at leeward O`ahu’s
Pöka`ï Bay in May 2003.
(this page, from top) At
O`ahu’s Magic Island,
crowds greet Höküle`a at
its triumphant homecoming following its historic
first voyage to Tahiti in
July 1976. Master
Navigator Mau Piailug
at the home of his student, Nainoa Thompson,
in 1977. (Previous spread,
from left) Höküle`a
arrives in Satawal, home
of Mau Piailug, with
Nainoa Thompson aboard.

among the enthusiastic volunteers building höküleÿa was a young man destined
to become Hawai‘i’s first traditional master navigator in centuries. Nainoa Thompson
had been paddling for Hui Nalu Canoe Club, when the late artist and historian Herb
Kawainui Kane, a founding member of the PVS, told him about the plans to build
Höküleÿa. Kane was aware of the cultural importance of the project and said, “We’re
going to follow the stars.”
Thompson considers that meeting to be a pivotal moment when all the parts of his
existence that had seemed disconnected came together. He was 20 years old and looking
for something challenging and meaningful to do with his life. School had failed to ignite
his passion, but now he found that Höküleÿa encompassed everything—the history, the
heritage, the charts, the stars, the ocean and the dream. He poured himself into it.
When Höküleÿa was built, the plan was to sail the canoe 2,500 miles from Hawai‘i
to Tahiti, then to other Polynesian islands in subsequent voyages, retracing the ancient
voyaging routes. Demonstrating the skills of those early times was integral to proving
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The canoe was HOkUle‘a ...
The name means

“Star of Gladness,”
the star Westerners
call “Arcturus.”
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They set sail
in great
double-hulled
canoes powered
by wind,

guided by
the stars,

and carried
by ocean
currents.
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Oceania’s settlement as one of deliberate exploration. The most critical need was to
find a traditional master navigator who could guide the canoe safely across thousands
of miles of open sea without the use of mechanical instruments or modern navigational aids. No such person existed in Hawai‘i. After much searching, the PVS located
Mau Piailug, the last of Oceania’s traditional navigators, on Satawal, a Micronesian
island a mile-and-a-half long and a mile wide.
With Piailug as navigator, Höküleÿa set sail in 1976 on its maiden voyage from
Hawai‘i to Tahiti. Although he had never been south of the equator where the North
Star is not visible, Piailug, guided only by the teachings of his ancestors, successfully
guided the canoe across 2,500 miles of ocean, and in 30 days reached Mataiva in the
Tuamotu archipelago of French Polynesia, all without the use of mechanical instruments. After an overnight rest, Höküleÿa sailed on to Papeete, Tahiti, where more than
17,000 people held vigil throughout the night to greet the canoe. The Tahitians had
composed 57 chants of welcome and declared a national holiday. The Hawaiians,
they said, were the children of Tahiti, and they had come home.
Höküleÿa returned to Hawai‘i to an equally thunderous welcome. Inspired by the
voyage, Thompson tried to teach himself navigation by reading books, taking courses
at the University of Hawai‘i, and observing the night sky. On one of the training sails
aboard Höküleÿa, the moon did not rise where he figured it would. Thompson realized
he needed a teacher and found Will Kyselka, a geologist and retired associate professor
from the University of Hawai‘i and a lecturer at the Bishop Museum Planetarium in
Honolulu. Over a period of years, the two spent hundreds of hours at the planetarium
tracking the skies through observation, mathematics and science.
for Höküleÿa in 1978, with Thompson
serving as navigator. Five hours into the voyage, the heavily laden canoe capsized in
high seas and gale force winds. One crew member, champion big-wave surfer Eddie
Aikau, was lost at sea trying to paddle a surfboard 12 miles to Läna‘i for help. He was
never seen again. After a Hawaiian Airlines pilot spotted emergency flares and the U.S.
Coast Guard had rescued the remaining crew and the canoe, they all realized how ill
prepared they really were for the difficult voyage and cancelled the trip. Subsequently,
Thompson contacted Piailug and asked him to come back to Hawai‘i and help them.
He also asked to be schooled in traditional wayfinding. Knowing of the tragedy, Piailug
said, “I will train you to find Tahiti because I don’t want you to die.”
Piailug had been taught wayfinding by his grandfather from year one and had
earned the title of palu, or master navigator, by the time he was 18 years old. For
a thousand years, there had been no teacher in Hawai‘i to apprentice a child, and
Piailug, in his wisdom, recognized that Thompson had been raised in a different culture and was coming to wayfinding as an adult. Learning the old way wouldn’t work.
So Piailug urged Thompson to use pen and paper because he would tell him things
only once. He drew a circle in the sand for the heavens, used stones and shells for the
stars, coconut fronds shaped like a canoe and single fronds to indicate ocean swells.
He traced the paths of the stars across the heavens with string.
For two Hawaiian winters, Piailug imparted what he knew and helped Thompson
develop his sensory perceptions—getting the feel of the ocean in its many moods, and,
just as importantly, remembering those feelings. One night, as they were observing the
night sky, Piailug asked if Thompson could point in the direction of Tahiti. When he did,
Piailug next asked if he could see Tahiti. His student recognized this as a serious question
and answered thoughtfully that he could see a vision of the island in his mind.
The teacher answered, “Don’t ever lose that vision or you will be lost.” That was
their last lesson. Piailug had taught his star pupil to trust himself.
Thompson’s success as a navigator hinges on his ability to synthesize traditional
Polynesian navigational skills with Western astronomical knowledge, all filtered

a second voyage to tahiti was planned

(Opposite) Hawai`iloa is
on a training sail between

O`ahu and Moloka`i in
1994. (this page, from top)
Thompson, left, and astronaut Lacy Veach visit the
Mauna Kea adze quarry in
1993, and Thompson trains
the children of Ni`ihau
at the opposite end of the

Island chain. (Previous
spread) Höküle`a sails the
Pailolo channel toward
Moloka`i in 1988.
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through his own personality and instincts. It’s like a well-choreographed dance performed with spontaneity, grace and strength.
Höküleÿa finally set out again for Tahiti in 1980. A telling moment in the voyage
came when Höküleÿa was stranded in the doldrums. The nights were dark, rainy and
moonless, and Thompson had no way to read his directions. The crew was tense.
Finally the navigator relaxed into the night and allowed himself to meld with the present conditions, and suddenly he could feel where the moon was without being able
to see it with his eyes. He had no explanation, but regards that moment as one of the
most precious of his sailing experiences. He ushered the canoe safely to Tahiti and
home again. The Hawaiians proved that the “fabled” ocean voyages of their ancestors
were very likely a reality.
Material proof came the following year with a spectacular discovery on the Tahitian
island of Huahine. Workers dredging a lagoon on resort property unearthed the planks
of an ancient canoe measuring 80 feet in length. Extensive digging by archaeologists
from Bishop Museum revealed a 12-foot steering paddle and 35-foot mast. Evidence
suggests that a thriving ship-building community of about 300 people once lived there
and that a giant tsunami had struck about a thousand years ago, burying everything in
just the right mixture of sand and silt for preservation. Myth became reality. Huahine
is regarded as the Polynesian Pompeii.
(Opposite) Höküle`a
sails the Kalohi Channel between Läna`i and
Moloka`i, circa 1987.
(This page, from top)
Thompson, left, and
Bruce Blankenfeld set
the jib aboard the canoe,

Thompson has a quiet
Voyage to
Micronisia in 2007.
and

moment on the
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since those first voyages to tahiti,

the PVS has built another canoe, Hawai‘iloa.
It often journeys with Höküleÿa and other traditional canoes built in Hawai‘i. Their
Pacific voyages, including sailing along the West Coast of North America, have provided a trove of information for scientists, anthropologists and archaeologists documenting
one of humankind’s greatest achievements. The canoes ignited a cultural renaissance
in Hawai‘i and lit a candle of pride in Hawaiians and all Pacific Islanders for their
amazing seafaring heritage. And more men of Hawai‘i have joined the fraternity of
traditional navigators, including Milton “Shorty” Bertelmann and Ka‘onohi Paishon
from the Big Island, Bruce Blankenfeld of O‘ahu and Kalepa Baybayan of Maui.
Höküleÿa is currently being prepared and outfitted for the next leg of the World Wide
Voyage, an eight-year journey circumnavigating the globe that started in 2009. The theme
of this voyage, which is scheduled to begin in 2012, is Mälama Honua, care for the Earth.
The idea for such an ambitious project came about during the 1992 Höküleÿa voyage to Rarotonga in the Cook Islands. On the way home, Thompson spoke by satellite
phone with Lacy Veach, a NASA astronaut and former schoolmate who happened
to be orbiting the Earth at the time. He told Thompson that the sight of the small
Hawaiian Islands from space took his breath away and that planet Earth was just a
small island of life in the vast universe.
Later in Honolulu, Veach and Thompson, along with Nainoa’s father, Myron
“Pinky” Thompson, discussed their ideas of taking care of Hawai‘i and planet Earth.
They agreed that both were heading toward an unsustainable future, and that traditional island practices of managing finite natural resources to sustain a large healthy
population had much value and should be shared with the world.
Höküleÿa’s 2007 voyage to Micronesia and Japan gave impetus to the inspiration,
for the vessel not only crossed the entire Pacific, but crossed cultural boundaries.
Non-Polynesians were excited, and they had knowledge of their own to share about
conservation, preservation and sustainability.
On the World Wide Voyage, Höküleÿa and its sister vessels will visit 45 ports,
exploring, sharing and collecting ways to care for Island Earth. When it returns to
Hawai‘i in 2015, Höküleÿa will embark on a journey through the Hawaiian Islands,
calling in ports and contacting school communities. In this way, as we find our way to
a sustainable future, they will share the knowledge they have collected and brought
home to Mälama Hawai‘i and Mälama Honua. ❀

“The canoes ignited

a cultural
renaissance
in Hawai‘i
and lit a candle

of pride

in Hawaiians.

“SUNRISE SPRING,” Thomas Van Stein
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Following
the Sun

Light falling at day’s end illuminates the shadows and
hues near water’s edge, visions rendered invisible in the brilliance of full sun. Awash
in dreamy, incandescent purples and stunning coral pinks, lustrous cloud trails
streak across majestic skies and swaths of orange-amber rivulets undulate in their
wake. Commissioned exclusively for The Kahala, artists Saim Caglayan, Thomas
Van Stein, and the late John Wisnosky painted the dramatic fall of the setting sun
and the glory of its rise on 10 canvases that hang in the hallways of the hotel, one
on each floor. Their brushstrokes give breath to the warm, plumeria-scented air
that mingles with the ocean breeze, bearing witness to the final farewell as darkness
falls. But soon, rising floodlights of golden warmth explode to usher in a new dawn.

NATIVE HAWAIIAN PROVERBS FROM
“‘OLELO NO’EAU,”
BY MARY KAWENA PUKUI
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La‘i lua ke kai
The sea is very calm
Clockwise from left
“DIAMOND HEAD SUNRISE,“ Saim Caglayan
“NORTH SHORE SUNSET,” Saim Caglayan
“MAKANA SUNSET,“ Saim Caglayan
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Aia i ka ‘opua ke ola: he ola nui, he ola laula, he ola hohonu, he ola ki‘eki‘e
Life is in the clouds: great life, broad life, deep life, elevated life
Clockwise from top left
“KALIHIWAI MOONRISE,” Saim Caglayan
“SUNSET CLOUDS,” Saim Caglayan
“WINTER SUNSET,“ Thomas Van Stein
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Mai ka la hiki a ka la kau
From the sun’s arrival to the sun’s rest
Clockwise from left
“BLOSSOM BECOMES,” John Wisnosky
“SUNSET FALL,“ Thomas Van Stein
“SUMMER SUNRISE,“ Thomas Van Stein
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We surf and stream the Internet.
We sail our messages out to magazines and radio.
We are New Media, a unique experience, sharing original
programming, films and videos with the world.
We are Pacific Network.

Experience the Pacific at

pacificnetwork.tv
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Memory Book

Warm rays, plumeria-scented air,
and a heartfelt dose of aloha greeted Arnold Schwarzenegger when he
arrived for an overnight stay at The Kahala in late spring 2008.
Taking a momentary break from his hectic schedule as California’s 38th
governor, the actor-politician soaked up some poolside sun while enjoying
the hotel’s signature cranberry scones.
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